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Controlling the cavity field with enhanced Kerr nonlinearity in three-level atoms
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We experimentally demonstrate cavity field control by another laser beam with three-levelL-type atoms
inside an optical ring cavity. By adjusting the frequency detuning of the controlling beam~coupled to one of
the atomic transitions!, the intensity of the cavity field interacting with another atomic transition is switched on
and off. Such all-optical switching between two steady states is caused by the enhanced Kerr nonlinearity due
to atomic coherence in such system.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.051802 PACS number~s!: 42.50.Gy, 42.65.2k, 32.80.Qk
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The essential element in all-optical communication a
optical computation is to achieve effective and fast a
optical switching. Multilevel electromagnetically induce
transparency~EIT! systems are ideal for such application
since the linear and nonlinear optical properties of the pr
beam can be dramatically changed by another~controlling!
laser beam due to atomic coherence@1–11#. When such an
EIT medium is placed inside an optical cavity, many oth
interesting effects, such as cavity linewidth narrowing@12#,
optical bistability@13,14#, and dynamic instability@13#, ap-
pear. The Kerr-nonlinear index of refraction of a three-le
L-type atomic system can be greatly enhanced near r
nance~by two orders of magnitude in some frequency detu
ing regions! and can change sign with small changes~tens of
megahertz! in the frequency detunings of the controllin
beam or cavity~probe! field @15#. Such enhancement in Ker
nonlinearity is caused by the atomic coherence induced
this EIT medium.

With the knowledge of these dramatic changes of
Kerr-nonlinear index of refraction near resonance, we de
onstrate that the cavity-field intensity can be controlled
the frequency detuning of the controlling field at a relative
low optical power. With a small frequency change of t
controlling beam ~24 MHz!, the cavity-field intensity
switches with a switching ratio better than 30:1 and a swit
ing time of few microseconds. Such all-optical switching
fundamentally interesting and can have applications in
optical communication, optical logic gates, and optical inf
mation processing.

The experiment is performed in a composite system c
sisting of a collection of three-levelL-type rubidium atoms,
as shown in Fig. 1, in an atomic vapor cell and an opti
ring cavity. F51 ~state u1&! and F52 ~state u3&! states of
5S1/2 are the two lower states andF852 state~stateu2&! of
5P1/2 serves as the upper state. The controlling~coupling!
laser beam~with frequencyvc! couples statesu3& and u2&
while the switching~probe! beam~with frequencyvp! inter-
acts with statesu1& and u2&. The frequency detuning of th
controlling beam is defined asDc5vc2v23, wherev23 is
the atomic frequency of theu3& to u2& transition, and the fre-
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quency detuning of the switching beam from its atomic tra
sition is defined asDp5vp2v12. As we have previously
demonstrated, the Kerr-nonlinear index of refractionn2
changes dramatically both in magnitude and in sign n
resonance@15#. These changes can be used to control
steady-state behaviors of the system. By changing the
quency detuning of the controlling beam, we can control
nonlinearity of the system and, therefore, make the out
intensity of the cavity field to be at different steady stat
Such action constitutes a controllable all-optical switching
this composite atom-cavity system.

A simplified sketch of the experimental setup is shown
Fig. 2 with an atomic vapor cell containing three-level atom
placed inside a three-mirror optical ring cavity. Both the co
trolling ~LD1! and the switching~LD2! lasers are single-
mode diode lasers that are current and temperature stabil
The frequencies of these two diode lasers are further st
lized by using optical feedback through servo-loo
controlled mirrors. Parts~about 10%! of the switching and
controlling beams are split by polarizing beam splitters P
and PB4 to a saturation absorption spectroscopy setup
monitoring the frequency detunings of the two lasers fro
their respective resonances with atomic transitions. The
mirror M2 and the concave mirrorM1 (R510 cm) have
about 1% and 3% intensity transmissions, respectively.
third cavity mirror~concave withR510 cm! is mounted on a
piezoelectric transducer~PZT! with reflectivity larger than
99.5%. The finesse of the empty cavity is about 100 with
free spectral range of 822 MHz~cavity length is 37 cm!. A
third laser~reference beam! is used to lock the frequency o
the optical cavity to a Fabry-Perot cavity, which can be tun
easily by a PZT mounted on one of the mirrors. The

y,
FIG. 1. Sketch of a three-levelL-type atomic system.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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bidium vapor cell is 5 cm long with Brewster windows and
wrapped inm metal for magnetic shielding and heated
72 °C. The switching field enters the cavity through mirr
M1 and circulates inside the optical ring cavity. The contr
ling beam is introduced through the polarization beam sp
ter PB1 with an orthogonal polarization to the cavity fie
and is misaligned by a small angle~,1°! to avoid its circu-
lation inside the optical cavity. The radii of the controllin
and switching beams at the center of the atomic cell
estimated to be 700 and 80mm, respectively. With the reflec
tion losses from the PB1 and the windows of the atomic c
the cavity finesse~with rubidium atoms far off resonance! is
degraded to about 50. The cavity input intensity of t
switching field is controlled by an electro-optical modulat
~EOM2!. The frequency detunings of the two beams a
measured by a Fabry-Perot cavity in reference to the ato
saturation spectrum. One of the important advantages of
current experimental setup shown in Fig. 2 is the use o
two-photon Doppler-free configuration by propagating t
controlling beam colinearly with the cavity field inside th
atomic cell, which eliminates the first-order Doppler effe
for the cavity field@4#.

In this experiment, we first measure the absorption sp
trum of the switching field by scanningDp for fixed control-
ling power (Pc514.3 mW) and cavity input power (Pp

in

5390mW). The switching frequencyDc is chosen to jump
back and forth between 111 and 135 MHz, where the abs
tion is small and same for these two frequencies. The
quency switching of the controlling beam~between Dc
5111 and 135 MHz! is achieved by phase modulating th
controlling beam in the path of the optical feedback w
another electro-optical modulator~EOM1!. The modulation
frequency for a square-wave signal on the EOM1 is 58 k
with a rising time,1 ms. Then, we stop the frequency sc
of Dp and lock it to Dp5123 MHz ~which is midway be-
tween the two alternating frequencies of the controlli
beam and serves as the operation point!. The ring cavity
length is scanned~with a rate of 0.903mm/ms! from longer
to shorter by a ramp voltage on the PZT forDc5135 (Dp

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. SAS: a saturation atomic spect
copy setup for frequency references of the laser beams. EO
electro-optical modulator for phase control of the controlling bea
EOM2: scanning the cavity input power of the switching bea
FRs: Faraday rotators. PZT is for scanning the cavity length.
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112 MHz) andDc5111 MHz (Dp212 MHz), respectively.
The cavity transmission profiles are shown in Fig. 3. As o
can see that forDc5111 MHz ~curve a!, the cavity transmis-
sion profile is narrower, which gives a smaller Ker
nonlinear index of refraction (n2520.831027 cm2/W)
@15#. The oscillation on the left side of the transmission pe
is due to optical instability in this system and has been st
ied in detail in Ref.@13#. However, forDc5135 MHz ~curve
b!, the cavity transmission profile becomes highly asymm
ric corresponding to a much larger Kerr-nonlinear index
refraction (n25631027 cm2/W), which is determined by
the degree of asymmetry of this cavity transmission pro
due to the nonlinear phase shift@15#. Curve c shows the
~inverted! cavity output of a frequency-locked referenc
beam detuned far from atomic resonances as the ca
length is scanned.

After choosing the optimal operation position for the o
tical cavity detuning~indicated by the arrow! from Fig. 3, the
optical ring cavity is frequency locked onto the cavity tran
mission peak of this reference laser beam, which coun
propagates with the first two laser beams. The cavity det
ing (Du) is defined by the frequency difference betwe
resonance of the reference beam~peak of curvec! and the
peak of curveb in Fig. 3. With the optical cavity locked to a
cavity detuning ofDu565 MHz, we then scan the input cav
ity power for the same two frequency detunings of the co
trolling beam. The frequency detuning (Dp) of the cavity
field is set at the middle of the twoDc values, i.e.,Dp
5123 MHz, as shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively.
Optical bistability clearly appears in Fig. 4~b! with a quite
low threshold power~0.3 mW! when the nonlinear indexn2
is larger (n2'631027 cm2/W) for Dc5135 MHz. When
the nonlinear index is lower and has a negative signn2
'20.831027 cm2/W) for Dc5111 MHz, the threshold in-
creases dramatically and bistability appears at a much hig
input power beyond the input power range~0.6 mW! shown
in Fig. 4~a!. The large intensity range of the cavity field
the upper branch of the bistable curve of Fig. 4~b! is due to

s-
1:
.
.

FIG. 3. Cavity transmission via cavity length scan. Curvea is
for Dc5Dp212 MHz with Dp5123 MHz, Pp

in50.39 mW, and
Pc514.3 mW; curveb is for Dc5Dp112 MHz with other param-
eters the same; curvec is the frequency of the reference laser bea
used to lock the ring cavity.
2-2
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the combined effects of stability of the optical cavity~whose
input intensity scans up and, then, down to observe
bistable curve! and an oscillation behavior~possibly dynamic
instability, as observed in the case of two-level atoms ins
an optical cavity@16#!, which is currently under investiga
tion. Finally, we set the cavity input power to bePp

in

50.39 mW. When the controlling frequency detuning
switched betweenDc5Dp112 and Dc5Dp212 MHz, as
shown in Fig. 5~b!, the cavity output intensity is switche
between two distinct steady-state values, as shown in
5~a!. The average cavity output peak power of the ‘‘on’’ sta
is about 1.2mW and the average power of the ‘‘off’’ state i
less than 0.034mW, which give a switching ratio of bette
than 30:1.

The mechanism of this switching phenomenon can be
ily understood from Figs. 3 and 4. The two cavity transm
sion curves~a andb! in Fig. 3 correspond to twoDc values
for switching. When the optical cavity is frequency locked
Du565 MHz ~resonant position of curvec! andDc switches
between the two values, the cavity transmission inten
also switches between the two steady-state values~curve a
and curveb at the resonant position of curvec, as shown by
the arrow in Fig. 3!. For the given experimental paramete
~such asDp , I c , Pp

in, andDc values!, the cavity detuning of
Du565 MHz gives the maximum switching ratio of bett
than 30:1. If the cavity is tuned closer to its resonance (Du
,65 MHz), the system becomes unstable. Looking at Fig
one can see that the change ofDc changes the steady-sta
curve of the system and forces the cavity field to operat
different intracavity intensities. One can also consider t
switching action as a frequency-to-amplitude signal conv
sion since by modulating the frequency of one laser be

FIG. 4. Cavity transmission power vs cavity input power. The
are the steady-state curves of the system for~a! n2520.8
31027 cm2/W (Dc5Dp212 MHz) and~b! n25631027 cm2/W
(Dc5Dp112 MHz), respectively. The cavity input power of th
switching beam is set at 0.39 mW with all other parameters
same as in Fig. 3.
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the intensity of another laser beam is controlled. Su
frequency-to-amplitude conversion could have signific
applications in optical communication and optical inform
tion processing.

This all-optical switching is quite efficient since it onl
needs to switch the frequency detuning of the controll
beam by a small amount~24 MHz in this case! which, in
turn, gives a switching ratio of better than 30:1 for the cav
output beam intensity. The switching speed of fewms in this
work is currently only limited by the phase modulation fr
quency of our setup~the frequency of the driver for EOM1 is
limited to 200 kHz for a sinusoidal wave form!. Switching
cavity transmission intensity with an even smaller change
the frequency detuning of the controlling beam should a
be possible since, as demonstrated in our measuremen
the Kerr-nonlinear index of refraction earlier@15#, a 7-MHz
change inDc can maken2 change from a maximum value o
731026 cm2/W to zero at near resonance with a lower ca
ity input intensity of about 10mW. However, such an experi
mental demonstration requires better frequency stability
the lasers and the optical cavity. The choices of our f
quency detunings~Dp andDc! of the two laser beams in th
current experiment were for the stability and repeatability
the observed phenomena.

In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated an
optical switch of the cavity transmission intensity by contro
ling the frequency detuning of another controlling beam in
three-levelL-type atomic system inside an optical ring ca
ity. The dramatic change in the two steady states for differ
frequency detunings of the controlling beam is created by
large difference in the Kerr-nonlinear index of refraction e
hanced by atomic coherence in such a three-level EIT s
tem. This system provides a great advantage over the t
level atomic system since it has large enhanced nonlinea

e

e

FIG. 5. Optical switching of the cavity field controlled by th
controlling beam.~a! ‘‘On’’ and ‘‘off’’ states of the cavity field
controlled by the voltage applied on EOM1, shown on~b!, for two
frequency detunings ofDc5111 MHz ~upper voltage level! and
Dc5135 MHz ~lower voltage level!, respectively.
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and offers control over the steady states of the system.
though the switching action is not between the two ste
states of a single bistable curve, the current system is m
more efficient and robust. The switching ratio can eas
reach the level of 30:1 and a switching speed of micros
ond. With further system optimization and technical im
provements, we can improve the performance~in switching
ratio and speed! of such all-optical switching, especially t
tt.

et

tt
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operate it at much lower~even at single-photon! intensity
levels @17,18#. This kind of Kerr-nonlinearity-induced all-
optical switching can find applications in optical commun
cation, all-optical computation, and quantum informati
processing.
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